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a b s t r a c t

Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation enables experimental study of prototype hardware systems or
control algorithms via real time interaction between physical hardware and virtual simulations. As a
result, this method is a particularly valuable tool for hybrid vehicle powertrain analysis. In the case where
novel or prototype hardware is being examined, it is often necessary to scale the signals in and out of the
prototype system in order to represent production-sized components. This scaling process is often done
in an ad-hoc manner. In this work, a formal method is presented that derives appropriate input/output
signal conditioning to correctly scale electric vehicle components, particularly the following subsystems:
electric motor and battery pack.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation enables the interaction
of virtual computer-based simulation models of a system or sub-
system with actual components of the system in real time. Because
this permits the inclusion of components for which accurate com-
puter models do not yet exist or for which intense computing re-
sources are required, this method is finding increasing use in
nearly every discipline. While originally the term ‘‘hardware”
meant programmable electronics, the authors have used the
broader meaning of the term to denote any physical component
of a control system. HIL systems have been employed for decades
in numerous disciplines to evaluate novel hardware or software
designs including earth-moving vehicles, ocean-going vessels, sus-
pension systems, earthquake-proof buildings, powertrain control-
lers, unmanned underwater vehicles, automotive safety systems,
machine tools, sonar systems, and aircraft [1–5]. If one assumes
that the human is a subsystem central to vehicle control, then all
driving simulators can also be classified as a type of HIL system.

HIL testing is increasingly useful in applications involving hy-
brid electric vehicle powertrains [4,6–10]. The use of HIL can re-
place, to significant extent, the construction of expensive
prototypes to test drivetrain systems. In many cases, the prototype
hardware is a reduced-scale surrogate for actual size hardware,
built to evaluate performance and feasibility rather than actually
power a commercial vehicle. Examples include prototype fuel cells,
ll rights reserved.
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engines, batteries, and electric motors [6–11]. In nearly all cases,
construction of a full-sized prototype is onerous and/or unneces-
sarily expensive.

Closed-loop HIL testing of benchtop prototypes are especially
useful to understand the interaction between the highly coupled
subsystems typically found in an electric or hybrid-electric vehicle.
In this way, one prototype cell of a fuel cell stack may be tested in a
HIL environment to estimate the performance of an entire pack of
cells in a production vehicle. Or a short string of a battery pack may
be used to infer the performance of a large string of batteries, etc.

Scale models have been used to infer the behavior of a full-size
prototype since William Froude tested ship models in water tanks
[12]. Wilbur and Orville Wright built the first wind tunnel to try
various configurations of scale aircraft wings, resulting in the first
successful flying machine. Scale models were employed in the de-
sign of lunar rovers in the 1960s [13]. Scale models of road vehicles
have been in use since 1934 [14]. More recently, the Pennsylvania
State University Rolling Roadway Simulator (PURRS) operates a
scale vehicle on a treadmill for vehicle rollover testing [14].

A key problem with comparisons is that scaling effects arise
when hardware of one size is simulated by hardware of another
size [11]. This is especially true when multiple hardware compo-
nents are linked via a network, and sizing of some of the compo-
nents is uncertain. Doubling the number of cells in series within
a fuel cell stack does not double the available electrical current.
And when thermal effects are included, a production-sized pack
of cells may overheat under typical environmental and packaging
conditions whereas a single benchtop cell would operate without
incident. While neither fuel cells nor thermal effects are addressed
in this paper, both illustrate the kinds of scaling effects that may
arise.
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Fig. 2. General representation of a powertrain HIL test.
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Furthermore, it is often not the intent to ‘‘scale” or operate the
prototype system such that it tracks the input/output behavior of
an existing system. Nor is it desirable in general to design high-
gain feedback controllers that force the prototype to track a ‘‘refer-
ence” performance of existing hardware. Both methods negate the
very intent of the prototype evaluation, that is, to observe differ-
ences in behavior relative to existing systems.

For example, in [6], the speed command for a scale motor was
scaled by an arbitrary amount so that the motor would operate
in the constant torque regime. Similarly, the torque command
was scaled to prevent torque saturation. Based on results shown
in Section 2.2 of this work, this commonly employed testing meth-
od does not appear to be appropriate for predicting the behavior of
the desired prototype. Additional considerations for correctly scal-
ing systems are noted in Section 3.2, including a comparison of cor-
rect versus incorrect signal scaling for HIL tests.

What is needed therefore is an understanding of how to com-
pare dissimilarly sized components using scaling factors that are
physically based, e.g. tied to experimentally measurable variations
in key parameters rather than numerical methods. This under-
standing should be generalized and validated by comparing dis-
similarly scaled systems that share common dynamic limitations.
If, under the chosen scaling factors, we observe that dissimilarly
sized components map to the same general model behavior in a
dimension-free setting, then we have confidence that the same
scaling methods might appropriately map a bench-scale prototype
to the expected production-level component. The goal of this work
is to apply the use of dimensionless variables, as defined by the Pi
Theorem [15–17], to hybrid electric vehicle powertrain compo-
nents for the purpose of taking into account the relevant scaling ef-
fects. Similar work has been conducted before [11,13,18,19–20],
but not on the components mentioned herein. An excellent tutorial
on dimensionless variables is found in [17].

Dimensional analysis has its roots in work by Euler, Newton,
Fourier, Maxwell, and Rayleigh [13], and the method of dimen-
sional scaling was formalized as the Pi Theorem by Buckingham
[16]. Szirtes provided an explanation of a ‘‘painless” method for
obtaining dimensionless parameters using the dimensional set ma-
trix [15]. Brennan further developed the concepts of dimensional
analysis by its application to sensitivity analysis [13]. Kittirungsi
et al., enhanced the effectiveness of the method by coupling it with
activity based model reduction [11].

The motivation for the present study is the development of a
networked hybrid electric vehicle powertrain hardware-in-the-
loop (HIL) system underway at The Pennsylvania State University
(see Fig. 1). In this project, HIL equipment in various laboratory set-
tings across campus is linked via Ethernet. These include an electri-
Fig. 1. Networked hybrid electric vehicle powertrain HIL system under develop-
ment at The Pennsylvania State University.
cal power processing machine, engine dynamometers, chassis
dynamometers, and ultracapacitor and fuel cell test benches. The
HIL system is used for graduate course labs, student vehicle com-
petitions, and industry-sponsored projects. The eventual goal is
to allow collaborative testing both between research laboratories
at Penn State as well as off-campus industry and government
laboratories.

As a basis for incorporating individual powertrain components
into HIL simulations, powertrain models from the well-known
Powertrain Systems Analysis Toolkit (PSAT) from Argonne National
Laboratory [21] are utilized within a MATLAB/Simulink/xPC Targ-
etTM environment [22]. One or more components of the power-
train are replaced by a set of output(s) and input(s) from/to
equipment which controls the individual hardware component(s)
(Fig. 2). Typically the hardware is not full-size, in which case input
and output signal scaling factors must be implemented in the soft-
ware environment to compare appropriately to full-sized vehicle
components. Determination of these scaling factors, shown as tri-
angles in Fig. 2, is the focus of this work.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: In Section 2,
a procedure is developed via the dimensionless variable method to
derive input/output scaling factors, and is applied to a steady state
motor model in the context of a vehicle powertrain simulation. In
Section 3, the same method is applied to a dynamic battery model,
also in the context of simulation. In Section 4, a presentation is
made of the setup and results of an experiment with actual hard-
ware. Section 5 summarizes the main results and points the way
for future work.
2. The dimensionless variable method applied to a motor model

The proposed method for obtaining scaling factors and deter-
mining dynamic similarity of systems involves the formation of
an equivalent system representation using dimensionless variables
[13,23]. This method will be introduced and illustrated first with
an electric motor, and later with a battery.
2.1. Case 1: electric motor model from the PSAT library

To investigate scaling effects related to electric vehicle drive
systems, the Powertrain Systems Analysis Toolkit (PSAT) [21] elec-
tric motor model library was used which includes mainly AC
induction motors and large permanent magnet (PM) DC motors
suitable for hybrid electric vehicles. So that they can be rapidly
simulated, these PSAT models are very simplistic and only include
steady-state performance features in predicting motor behavior.
This is quite different than a physics-based first-principles model
that would use number of windings, magnetic permeability, and
other motor design factors to predict motor performance. Even
with such limitations, the PSAT motor library is one of the most
commonly used models for electric motor performance in design
of hybrid vehicles. The reason for this is that, in the PSAT software,



Table 1
Parameters relevant to motor scaling.

Variable Symbol Dimension

Current I A
Torque T m2 kg s�2

Voltage V m2 kg s�3 A�1

Rotational speed X s�1

Maximum current Imax A
Maximum power Pmax m2 kg s�3

Maximum torque Tmax m2 kg s�2
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one motor can be substituted for another during software proto-
typing of a new vehicle design. Such interchangeability assists this
research effort because some similarity in performance across the
many motor models in this software is expected.

To investigate potential similarity of the motors, the steady-
state torque-speed curves of each motor were plotted. Steady-state
was chosen because during typical driving cycles, transient effects
of each motor are minor compared to their steady-state perfor-
mance. A sample torque-speed curve comparison of two of these
motors is shown in Fig. 3. One can observe similarity in the curve
shapes, yet little match between torque speed values themselves.

The PSAT motor model takes as inputs: DC voltage V, shaft
speed X, and a torque command signal h with range [�1, 1], de-
fined as desired torque Tref divided by maximum torque Tmax. Out-
puts are current I and torque T. Inputs and outputs are shown in
Fig. 4.

The rest of the PSAT motor model follows: A derived quantity is
power P. Steady-state parameters are: maximum current Imax,
maximum torque Tmax, and maximum power Pmax. Since the appli-
cation of the motor is for a traction drive, the rotational inertia of
the motor is negligible in comparison to the inertia of the vehicle.
Thus the dynamics of the motor are neglected and only steady-
state input/output relationships are considered. The simplest rela-
tionships also neglect efficiency, as shown in (1–3).

T ¼ h � Imax � V=X
P ¼ T �X
I ¼ P=V

ð1-3Þ

The parameters T and P are saturated by Tmax and Pmax, as in (4).

� Tmax � T � Tmax

� Pmax � P � Pmax
ð4Þ
2.2. The dimensionless variable method

To apply the dimensionless variable method, let N be the num-
ber of system parameters, and let M be the number of physical
Fig. 3. Comparison of sample PM and induction motor torque-speed curves.

Fig. 4. Motor model signals.
dimensions required to describe all the N parameters in the gov-
erning equation. The motor system has N = 3 parameters, Imax, Tmax,
Pmax, composed of M = 4 dimensions, length, mass, time, and cur-
rent. In the SI unit system, the unit basis vector is u = [m kg s A]T.
In addition to the parameters, there are signals S, which will also
be rescaled, for example, V, X, h, I, T, which represent inputs and
outputs. The signals and parameters are shown with their dimen-
sions in Table 1. In the PSAT environment, the torque command
signal h is dimensionless, and is thus excluded from dimensional
scaling.

The number of fundamental dimensions is four, but the [m2]
dimension and the [kg] dimension always appear together, so the
two are combined into a new composite dimension, leaving a total
of M = 3 dimensions.

To transform a nondimensional representation to a dimensional
(classic) representation and back again requires rescaling with re-
spect to M independently dimensioned parameters or signals, also
known as repeating parameters. These may be arbitrarily chosen,
but they must among themselves contain all of the dimensions
of the system. For the present example, Imax, Tmax, and Pmax, being
the only parameters, must be chosen as repeating parameters.

There are many methods to mathematically convert a system
representation to dimensionless form, and most fluid dynamics
texts discuss one or two of these [24]. For this presentation, we
choose a particularly compact and straightforward technique that
utilizes matrix transforms. The repeating parameters, signals to
be rescaled, dimensions, and dimensionless groups, also known
as pi-groups, may be represented in matrix form, as in Fig. 5, where
AD is square and full rank. Each column of the matrix represents the
dimensional exponents of a given parameter. For example, the
dimensional exponents of velocity in m/s might be represented
as [1 �1]T in a unit basis space of [m s]T, respectively. The number
of pi-groups is Q = N + S �M. In this case, Q = 4. With the problem
thus formulated, the only unknown matrix, CS, is determined
according to (5).

CS ¼ �ðA�1
D � BDÞT ð5Þ

Details can be found in [15].
The number of repeating parameters is therefore also three, so

the last three parameters are selected as the repeating parameters.
The completed dimensional set matrix is given in Fig. 6.

The resulting pi-groups, with the addition of the torque com-
mand signal h, are given in Table 2. The dimensionless model rep-
resentation of ((1,3)) is given in (6–7).
Fig. 5. Dimensional set matrix.



Fig. 7. Dimensionless torque–speed curve comparison.

Fig. 6. Motor model dimensional set matrix.

Table 2
Motor scaling pi-groups.

Dimensionless variable Variable grouping

p1,mot I � I�1
max

p2,mot T � T�1
max

p3,mot V � Imax � P�1
max

p4,mot X � P�1
max � Tmax

p5,mot h
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T
Tmax

¼ h � V � Imax

Pmax
� Pmax

X � Tmax

I
Imax
¼ T

Tmax
�X � Tmax

Pmax
� Pmax

V � Imax

ð6-7Þ

In pi-variable form, the above becomes (8-9).

p2;mot ¼ p5;motp3;mot=p4;mot

p1;mot ¼ p2;motp4;mot=p3;mot
ð8-9Þ

Two systems a and b are said to be dynamically similar when their
system pi-groups have the same values, respectively, i.e.
p1,a = p1,b, p2,a = p2,b, etc [13]. Thus, an input VP(t) of a prototype
motor model P may be transformed into the corresponding input
VH(t) of a scaled HIL motor H by using an input scaling factor. Alter-
nately, the output TH(t) of the scaled HIL motor H may be retrans-
formed into the output TP(t) of the prototype motor model P with
an output scaling factor. The scaling factors are formed by equating
the relevant pi-groups and solving for the variable in question, as in
(10). For example, to scale prototype voltage, VP, to hardware volt-
age, VH:

p3;mot;H ¼ p3;mot;P )
VHImax;H

Pmax;H
¼ VPImax;P

Pmax;P

) VH ¼ VP
Imax;PPmax;H

Pmax;PImax;H
ð10Þ

Applying this process to each variable, the resulting input/output
scaling equivalency is shown in Table 3.
Table 3
Motor scaling equivalency.

HIL component Prototype model

VH VP
Imax;P �Pmax;H
Pmax;P �Imax;H

XH XP
Tmax;P �Pmax;H
Pmax;P �Tmax;H

hH hP

IH
Imax;P
Imax;H

IP

TH
Tmax;P
Tmax;H

TP
2.3. Simulation results

The use of dimensionless variables to plot system characteris-
tics is illustrated by a second look at the two motors compared ear-
lier (Fig. 3) in the dimensionless domain. This plot is shown in
Fig. 7.

The use of dimensionless variables to plot torque vs. speed for
PM and AC induction motors results in visibly matching character-
istic curves. For completeness, a dimensionless comparison was
made of all fifteen PM and AC induction motors listed in the PSAT
model library, with the results shown in Fig. 8. Again, agreement is
obvious.

This scaling method thus allows one to substitute data from
hardware tests of one motor into a HIL simulation that intends to
use another motor. To demonstrate this, we wish to perform a
HIL simulation of a Toyota Prius hybrid electric vehicle on the
US06 driving cycle [25] using PSAT. Let us assume that the Prius
motor is not available for physical tests, but that another 35 kW
induction motor is available. We also assume that general perfor-
mance characteristics for both motors are known (Fig. 3). We thus
wish to know how to scale the inputs and outputs of the 35 kW AC
motor such that the results are most similar to the same test per-
formed on a Prius 30 kW PM motor, were it available.

To demonstrate this scaling process, inputs to the 30 kW PM
Prius motor were scaled using Eqs. (6–10) in a PSAT simulation
to match a level equivalent to a 35 kW induction motor also found
in the PSAT motor model library. For this simulation, the torque
command input h to both motor models is shown in Fig. 9, the volt-
age input V to both motor models is shown in Fig. 10, and finally,
the shaft speed input X to both motors is shown in Fig. 11. Since,
as mentioned above, h is dimensionless, it is therefore not scaled,
and thus the traces in Fig. 9 for the two motors are indistinguish-
able. On the other hand, in Figs. 10 and 11 scaling has been applied
Fig. 8. Dimensionless torque–speed curves of fifteen AC induction and permanent
magnet DC motors from the PSAT motor model library.



Fig. 10. Voltage input to motor models during first 100 s of simulation.

Fig. 11. Shaft speed input to motor models during first 100 s of simulation.

Fig. 12. Torque trace of motor models during first 100 s of simulation.

Fig. 13. Difference between torque traces of original and scaled motors.

Fig. 14. Current trace of motor models during first 100 s of simulation.

Fig. 15. Difference between current traces of original and scaled motors.

Fig. 9. Torque command input to motor models during first 100 s of simulation (the
close agreement hides the two lines).
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to the 35 kW motor, resulting in an input to that model which is
different from the input to the 30 kW motor.

As outputs, the resulting torque output traces T from both mo-
tor models are shown in Fig. 12, the difference between torque
traces is plotted in Fig. 13, the resulting current output traces I
from both motor models is shown in Fig. 14, and the difference be-
tween current traces is plotted in Fig. 15.

The torque trace of the prototype Prius motor in Fig. 12 was clo-
sely predicted by the torque trace of the scaled HIL motor. The root
mean square error of torque prediction for the cycle is 17.4 N-m,
about 2.5% of the maximum torque output during the cycle. The
root mean square error of current prediction for the cycle is
8.459 A, about 1.7% of the maximum current output during the cy-
cle. In addition, the current trace of the prototype Prius motor in



Fig. 17. Dynamic resistance of two typical cells.

Fig. 18. Open circuit voltage of two typical cells.
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Fig. 14 was closely predicted by the current trace of the scaled HIL
motor. Since the efficiencies of PM and AC induction motors vary
depending on operating conditions, and both types of motors have
significant differences in their efficiency curves, this accounts for at
least part of the difference between the two traces. It is assumed
that if motor efficiency were included in the steady-state equa-
tions, then an even closer match of the traces would result. Since,
however, HIL testing is often performed in order to predict the effi-
ciency of the prototype, such efficiency is generally unknown and
must necessarily be left out of the scaling. This example illustrates
that, even if this is the case, the comparison of one motor system to
another can be quite good as long as the signal scaling is done
correctly.

3. Battery pack model scaling factors

3.1. Case 2: dynamic battery pack model from the PSAT library

In the case of the battery pack as an electric vehicle component,
the time it takes for a battery pack to return to a steady state volt-
age after a high-power charge or discharge is relatively long com-
pared to the dynamics of the driving cycle. This recovery time is
often ignored in a steady-state analysis, but only by accepting sig-
nificant error in the voltage prediction. The PSAT battery pack
model library contains both steady-state and first-order battery
models, and the first-order models attempt to model as a simple
lumped-system the complex electro-chemical processes governing
battery recovery after a high-power charge/discharge. To maintain
accuracy, only the more accurate first-order models are considered
hereafter. The dynamic system equations according to the PSAT li-
braries are given in (10), (10-12), (13), (14-16), (17-19), (20-23),
(24), (25-26), (27), (28-31), (32), (33), where current I is the input,
voltage V is the output, SOC is the state of charge, Vc is a dynamic
voltage, ncells is the number of cells in the pack, s is a first-order
time constant, Rc is a dynamic resistance, Rint is the internal resis-
tance of a cell, and VOC is the steady state open circuit voltage. The
parameters s, Rc, and VOC are a function of SOC.

S _OC ¼ � 1
Q
� I

_Vc ¼ �
1

sðSOCÞ � Vc þ
RcðSOCÞ � ncells

sðSOCÞ � I

V ¼ Vc þ ncells � ðVOCðSOCÞ � I � RintÞ

ð10-12Þ

Two typical batteries were selected from the PSAT library, a 6
amp-h nickel metal hydride cell and a 14 amp-h Li-Ion cell. As a
function of state of charge SOC, their time constants s are shown
in Fig. 16, their dynamic resistances Rc in Fig. 17, and their open
Fig. 16. Time constant of two typical cells.
circuit voltages VOC in Fig. 18. An input/output diagram of the bat-
tery pack model is shown in Fig. 19.

Again applying the dimensionless variable method, the battery
pack system has N = 5 parameters, Q, Rc, s, Rint, VOC, composed of
M = 4 dimensions, length, mass, time, and current. The number of
fundamental dimensions is four, but as with the motor example,
the [m2] dimension and the [kg] dimension always appear to-
gether, so the two are combined into a new composite dimension,
leaving a total of M = 3 dimensions. The number of repeating
parameters is therefore also three. Whereas with the motor exam-
ple, all parameters became repeating parameters, in this example
many choices are available. It is advantageous if the repeating
parameters each have a single dimension, are constant, are easily
measured, etc. [13]. The only constant is the internal resistance,
Rint, and therefore this is selected. The capacity Q is a constant in
PSAT, but is typically specified by manufacturers as a function of
the magnitude of current I, and is constant only when specified
for a particular magnitude of constant current discharge. The other
Battery pack 
model 

Current I 

Time t 

Voltage V 

Fig. 19. Battery pack model signals.



Table 6
Battery pack scaling equivalency.

HIL component Prototype model

tH tP � sH
sP

IH IP � Rint;P �Vnom;H

Vnom;P �Rint;H

VH �
Vnom;P �ncells;P
Vnom;H �ncells;H

VP
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parameters are a function of state of charge SOC. Repeating param-
eters need not be constants, but for convenience a nominal voltage
Vnom is defined, as in (13).

Vnom � VOCðSOC ¼ 0:5Þ ð13Þ

The time constant s shall be selected for its single dimension. With
the addition of the nominal voltage Vnom, there are now a total of
N = 6 parameters.

To the parameters shall be added S = 4 signals and one state, t, V,
Vc, I. The signals, state, and parameters are shown with their
dimensions in Table 4. The number of cells ncells and the state of
charge SOC are already dimensionless, and are thus excluded. The
number of pi-groups is Q = N + S �M = 7. The completed dimen-
sional set matrix is given in Fig. 20. The resulting pi-groups, includ-
ing the number of cells ncells and the state of charge SOC, are given
in Table 5, and the resulting input/output scaling equivalency is
shown in Table 6.

The governing equations are rearranged in dimensionless form
in (14–16).
Table 4
Parameters relevant to battery pack scaling.

Variable Symbol Dimension

Capacity Q s A
Dynamic resistance Rc m2 kg s�3 A�2

Voltage V m2 kg s�3 A�1

Dynamic voltage Vc m2 kg s�3 A�1

Open circuit voltage VOC m2 kg s�3 A�

Current I A
Time t s
Time constant s s
Nominal resistance Rint m2 kg s�3 A�2

Nominal voltage Vnom m2 kg s�3 A�1

Fig. 20. Battery pack model dimensional set matrix.

Table 5
Battery pack scaling pi-groups.

Dimensionless variable Variable grouping

p1,bat Q � Rint � s�1 � V�1
nom

p2,bat Rc � R�int1
p3,bat V � V�1

nom

p4,bat Vc � V�1
nom

p5,bat I � Rint � V�1
nom

p6,bat VOC � V�1
nom

p7,bat t s�1

p8,bat ncells

p9,bat SOC
sðSOCÞ � S _OC ¼ � I � Rint

Vnom
� sðSOCÞ � Vnom

Q � Rint

sðSOCÞ � _Vc

Vnom � ncells
¼ � Vc

Vnom � ncells
þ RcðSOCÞ

Rint
� I � Rint

Vnom

V
Vnom � ncells

¼ Vc

Vnom � ncells
þ VOCðSOCÞ

Vnom
� I � Rint

Vnom

ð14-16Þ

The pi-variables are substituted in (17-19), where the derivative
operator is also dimensionless, i.e.

ð0Þ � sðSOCÞ � d
dt

p09;bat ¼
p5;bat

p1;bat

p04;bat

p8;bat
¼ �p4;bat

p8;bat
þ p2;batp5;bat

p3;bat

p8;bat
¼ p4;bat

p8;bat
þ p6;bat � p5;bat

ð17-19Þ

Again, for dynamic similarity of two systems, the system pi-groups
need to have identical values [13]. By definition, any ratio of dimen-
sionless variables can also be defined as a pi-group, such as the ra-
tios p3,bat/p8,bat and p4,bat/p8,bat. These new pi-groups are equivalent
between two systems by (18-19) as long as p1,bat, p2,bat, p5,bat, p6,bat,
and p7,bat are equivalent. Since p5,bat involves a model input, it has
been set equivalent in Table 6, so there remain four requirements,
shown in (20-23).

p1;bat;H ¼ p1;bat;P

p2;bat;H ¼ p2;bat;P

p6;bat;H ¼ p6;bat;P

p7;bat;H ¼ p7;bat;P

ð20-23Þ

As an option with the last requirement, to avoid using different time
scales during HIL, an alternative requirement could be
sH(SOC) = sP(SOC).

3.2. Simulation results

The dimensionless variable method was applied to battery pack
scaling in a PSAT simulation with a Honda Insight vehicle model on
the US06 driving cycle. Scaling was applied to input I, output V, and
parameters Rc and s. The scaled current loads on the prototype
6 amp-h, 120 cell nickel metal hydride (NiMH) battery pack and
a substitute 12.5 amp-h, 120 cell NiMH battery pack are shown
in Fig. 21. The two traces are different because scaling has been ap-
plied to the substitute NiMH pack. The resulting pack voltage
traces of the battery models are shown in Fig. 22.

As seen in Fig. 22, the difference in voltage traces of the two bat-
tery pack models is minimal. The root mean square error for the
entire 600 s cycle is 1.821 V, or 1.2% of initial pack voltage. The dif-
ference between voltage traces is plotted in Fig. 23.

In an actual HIL application, however, it is only possible to scale
parameters that are not inputs or outputs by the deliberate choice
or construction of the HIL component. To illustrate what happens if
scaling is performed without regard to the equivalence of the
remaining pi-parameters, a second simulation was performed. In



Fig. 22. Voltage trace comparison of PSAT simulation of Honda Insight on the first
30 s of the US06 driving cycle with two NiMH battery packs.

Fig. 23. Difference between voltages of prototype and scaled NiMH battery packs.

Fig. 24. Scaled current loads on two NiMH battery packs in PSAT simulation of
Honda insight on US06 driving cycle.

Fig. 25. Voltage trace comparison of PSAT simulation of Honda Insight on the first
30 s of the US06 driving cycle with prototype NiMH and scaled Li-Ion battery packs.

Fig. 21. Scaled current loads on two NiMH battery packs in PSAT simulation of
Honda Insight on US06 driving cycle.

Fig. 26. Difference between voltages of prototype NiMH and scaled Li-ion battery
packs, compared with difference between voltages of prototype and scaled NiMH
battery packs.
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this case, scaling was applied to only to input current I and output
voltage V, leaving the parameters of dynamic resistance Rc and the
time constant s at their original values.

The current load on the prototype 6 amp-h, 120 cell NiMH bat-
tery pack and a substitute 14 amp-h, 96 cell Li-Ion battery pack are
shown in Fig. 24, and the resulting pack voltage of the battery
models is shown in Fig. 25. The difference between pack voltage
traces is plotted in Fig. 26. The root mean square error for the first
30 s of the cycle is 4.876 V, or 3.1% of initial pack voltage, compared
with 0.369 V, or 0.2% of initial pack voltage, for the first 30 s of the
cycle with matched battery packs. With a bias error of 3.12 V re-
moved, root mean square error is reduced to 2.551 V, or 1.6% of ini-
tial pack voltage. The significant variation in predicted voltage in
Fig. 26 illustrates the need for matched battery characteristics as
well as dimensionally matched input and output scaling.

In fact, several conditions must be met for the successful appli-
cation of scaled components in an HIL simulation. First, both the
scaled component and the full-size component need to be de-
scribed by the same type of system model. For example, the behav-
ior of a second-order system with eigenvalues close to each other
cannot be predicted by that of a first-order system. Second, the
coefficients of the dimensionless system models for both scaled
and full-size components need to be equal for the dominant
dynamics, that is, the dynamics that cannot be neglected. Others
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have already begun investigations to determine which dynamics
can be neglected, for example in [3,11].

4. Battery scaling experiment

In order to test and demonstrate the scaling procedures derived
in this work, an experiment was developed and undertaken com-
paring the responses of two sealed lead-acid batteries: a 13.6 Ah
Enersys Odyssey PC680 battery and a 120 Ah Deka 6TAGM battery.
The Deka was chosen to be the prototype, and the Odyssey was
chosen as the scale model to be tested to estimate the characteris-
tics of the prototype. This section will describe the components of
the experiment, as shown in Fig. 27, in this order: battery, power-
train model and drive cycle, the ‘‘scale” and ‘‘rescale” multipliers,
and the ABC-150 power system. Finally, the results of the scaling
comparison will be presented.

4.1. Setup of the experiment

4.1.1. Batteries
To illustrate the scaling comparison, two sealed lead-acid ab-

sorbed glass mat batteries were selected: a 13.6 Ah Enersys Odys-
sey PC680 battery and a 120 Ah Deka 6TAGM battery. By the use of
scaling factors, the behavior of the Odyssey will be used to predict
the performance of the Deka, and then compared with the actual
behavior of the Deka. Both batteries were of similar construction
and chemistry. Although the battery characteristic pi-parameters,
which will be reviewed below, were assumed to be equivalent,
both batteries were subjected to testing to determine if this were
so. Based on techniques described in [26], a series of 10 cycles of
the FreedomCar Maximum Power-Assist (50 Wh) Efficiency and
Baseline Cycle Life Test profile was applied to both batteries, with
battery voltage measured throughout the cycle.

The profile, shown in Fig. 28, is designed to maintain state of
charge, assuming a discharge/charge efficiency of 90%. The magni-
powertrain
model 

model
input 

model 
output 

Battery 

ABC-150 
Power 
System 

rescale 

scale 
software hardware

Fig. 27. Experiment configuration.

Fig. 28. FreedomCar Maximum Power-Assist (50 Wh) efficiency and baseline cycle
life power demand profile [26].
tude of the profile is designed for an entire battery pack, which re-
quires that it be scaled down when an individual battery is being
tested. It was assumed that an appropriate battery pack would
have a size of 30 12-volt batteries, for a nominal pack voltage of
360 V. Hybrid-electric vehicle battery packs are typically limited
to 400 V for reasons of safety. Since only one battery out of each
pack was tested, the power demand of the profile was divided by
30. While this scaling was fine for the Deka, the Odyssey, being a
battery of smaller capacity, could not supply the required power.
At the pack level, the required power could only be supplied by a
pack of Odyssey batteries if the configuration of the pack was
essentially two 30-battery packs connected in parallel, for a total
of 60 batteries. Thus, for the Odyssey only, the power demand of
the profile was divided by 60. The resulting profile for each battery
is described in Table 7.

Estimation of three cell characteristics was desired: the time
constant s, dynamic resistance Rc, and internal resistance Rint. To
allow the use of linear regression to determine battery characteris-
tics, a new variable, dynamic current Ic, is defined as shown in (24).

Ic � �Vc=ðRc � ncellsÞ ð24Þ

The governing equations for the battery, previously described in
(10), (10-12), (13), (14-16), (17-19), (20-23), (24), (25-26), (27),
(28-31), (32), (33), were modified by the substitution of Ic, as shown
in (25–26).

_Ic ¼ �
1
s
� ðI � IcÞ

V ¼ ð�Ic � Rc � I � Rint þ VOCÞ � ncells

ð25-26Þ

Based on the measured current during the profile, and an estimated
time constant ŝ, the dynamic current Ic was calculated for each time
step according to (27) [26].

Ic;i ¼ f1� ½1� expð�Dt=ŝÞ�=ðDt=ŝÞg � Ii þ f½1
� expð�Dt=ŝÞ�=ðDt=ŝÞ � expð�Dt=ŝÞg � Ii�1

þ fexpð�Dt=ŝÞg � Ic;i�1 ð27Þ

For the purposes of regression analysis, three parameters were esti-
mated according to (28–30): estimated battery dynamic resistance
R̂c;bat; estimated battery internal resistance R̂int;bat; and estimated
battery open circuit voltage V̂OC;bat : From these, an estimated volt-
age V̂ was calculated according to (31).

R̂c;bat � Rc � ncells

R̂int;bat � Rint � ncells

V̂OC;bat � VOC � ncells

V̂ ¼ �Ic � R̂c;bat � I � R̂int;bat þ V̂OC;bat

ð28-31Þ

The statistic used as a measure of best fit was the coefficient of
determination, r2, which is calculated according to (32). In this
equation, V is the measured voltage, V is the mean measured volt-
age, and V̂ is the estimated voltage.

r2 ¼ ½
P
ðV � VÞ2 �

P
ðV � V̂Þ2�

P
ðV � VÞ2

ð32Þ
Table 7
Battery testing discharge/charge profile.

Discharge/charge Magnitude (kW) Time (s)

Full profile Odyssey PC680 Deka 6TAGM

Constant discharge 3 0.05 0.1 36
Pulse discharge 24 0.4 0.8 3
Constant charge 3.22 0.054 0.107 49
Pulse charge 21 0.35 0.7 2



Table 8
Battery characteristic estimation statistics.

Parameter Enersys Odyssey PC680 Deka 6TAGM

V̂OC;bat (V) 12.54 12.48

R̂c;bat (X) 0.0425 0.0115

R̂int;bat (X) 0.0243 0.00868

ŝ (s) 14.1 17.2
r2 0.915 0.980
Estimated cell VOC (V) 2.090 2.081
Estimated cell Rc (X) 0.00708 0.00192
Estimated cell Rint (X) 0.00404 0.00145

Table 9
Characteristic battery pi-parameters.

Dimensionless variable Variable grouping

p1,bat Q � Rint � s�1 � V�1
nom

p2,bat Rc � R�1
int

Table 10
Battery characteristics.

Parameter Enersys Odyssey PC680 Deka 6TAGM

Estimated cell VOC (V) 2.090 2.081
Estimated cell Rc (X) 0.00708 0.00192
Estimated cell Rint (X) 0.00404 0.00145
Estimated s (s) 14.1 17.2
Specified Q (s A) 8160 72000
Specified Vnom (V) 2.083 2.083
p1,bat 1.123 2.913
p2,bat 1.75 1.33
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Each estimated parameter was varied in a brute-force fashion for
each battery until a maximum value of r2 was obtained. Results
for both batteries are summarized in Table 8. The lead–acid batter-
ies under test each were composed of six cells, so the estimated
parameters on a per-cell basis are also given. The measured and
estimated voltages are closely matched for both batteries, as shown
in Figs. 29 and 30.

The characteristic pi-parameters for batteries are p1,bat and
p2,bat, as derived in Section 3.1, and shown in Table 9. The param-
eters required for calculating p1,bat and p2,bat, as well as the calcu-
lated pi-parameters themselves, are shown in Table 10. The value
for cell capacity Q is specified by the manufacturer [27–28], and
the value for nominal voltage Vnom for both batteries, since both
have lead-acid chemistry, was arbitrarily chosen to be the open cir-
cuit voltage VOC at 50% state of charge, that is, 2.083 V. It may be
seen that the values for p1,bat and p2,bat are not equal, although they
are within an order of magnitude.

The question is, are they close enough for behavior of the Odys-
sey to predict that of the Deka? The answer to this question will be
Fig. 29. Measured and estimated voltage of Deka battery.

Fig. 30. Measured and estimated voltage of the Odyssey battery.
determined by the experiment that follows. Note that the above
measurement was performed at only one state of charge. A full
comparison of both batteries’ characteristics would require repeti-
tion of the same test at multiple states of charge, which tests are
beyond the scope of this work.

4.1.2. Vehicle powertrain models
To represent the vehicle powertrain, two Simulink vehicle pow-

ertrain models were created using PSAT, both a GM EV1 electric
vehicle powertrain (EV) and a Honda Insight parallel hybrid vehicle
powertrain (PAR). Both were simulated using inputs based on the
US06 Supplemental Federal Test Procedure [25] as the drive cycle.
Two modifications were made to the models generated by PSAT.
First, the current input signal to the battery portion of each model
was connected to an output block going to an AeroVironment ABC-
150 Power Processing System, described below. Second, an input
block providing a measurement of battery voltage replaced the
voltage output signal of the battery portion of each model. Third,
another input block was included to record measurement of cur-
rent load on the battery. Each simulation was run on an industrial
PC with data acquisition capabilities, using the xPC Target real time
operating system [22].

4.1.3. Scaling factors
Referring to Fig. 27, the label ‘‘scale” refers to the scaling applied

to any signals that must be transformed from the prototype do-
main to the hardware domain, in this case the battery current.
The label ‘‘rescale”, in contrast, refers to the scaling applied to
any signals that must be transformed from the hardware domain
back to the prototype model domain, in this case the battery volt-
age. In the case of the present experiment, the prototype (P) is a
pack of 30 Deka 6TAGM batteries (180 cells) connected in series.
The hardware (H) is alternately a single Odyssey PC680 battery
(six cells) and a single Deka 6TAGM battery (six cells). The param-
eters of the prototype and hardware are given in Table 11, and the
‘‘scale” and ‘‘rescale” multipliers and their numerical results, in Ta-
ble 12. They are derived in Section 3.1.

4.1.4. Control equipment
To control the current load applied to the batteries under the

testing conditions described earlier, one needs a high-powered
programmable current source for an HIL test. For this purpose,
we utilized an AeroVironment’s ABC-150 Power Processing Sys-
tem. It can source or sink up to 445 VDC, 530 ADC, or 125 kW.
The ABC-150, pictured in Fig. 31, may be controlled either manu-



Table 11
HIL scaling factor parameters.

Formula Pack of 30 Deka 6TAGM (P) Odyssey PC680 (H) Deka 6TAGM (H)

Parameters Vnom (V) 2.083 2.083 2.083
Rint (X) 0.00145 0.00404 0.00145
ncells 180 6 6

Scale Rint;P �Vnom;H

Vnom;P �Rint;H

N/A 0.359 1

Rescale Vnom;P �ncells;P
Vnom;H �ncells;H

N/A 30 30

Table 12
HIL scaling factors.

Formula Odyssey PC680 Deka 6TAGM

Scale Rint;P �Vnom;H

Vnom;P �Rint;H

0.359 1

Rescale Vnom;P �ncells;P
Vnom;H �ncells;H

30 30

Fig. 31. AeroVironment ABC-150 power processing system.
Fig. 33. Current load applied to batteries in the PAR simulation.
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ally by controls on the front panel, or remotely, via RS232. AeroVi-
ronment provides a program that executes simple command
scripts, as well as a serial port driver that can be integrated into
custom controls designed for the Windows operating system. In
this experiment, the former was used for measurement of battery
characteristics above, and the latter for the HIL simulation below.
For HIL, a Visual Basic control was implemented that receives
UDP signals transmitted across the local area network, and trans-
lates them into ABC-150 commands.

4.1.5. Complete experimental system
The complete experimental system is pictured in Fig. 32. On the

left is the industrial PC, with data acquisition board, running the
vehicle simulation in real time. In the center is the Enersys Odyssey
PC680 battery, with an ammeter clamped around one of the power
cables. On the right is a computer running the Visual Basic control,
which translates current commands from UDP to RS232. In the
background is the ABC-150 power processing system.
Fig. 32. Complete experimental system.
4.2. Experimental results

Two HIL simulations were performed with both batteries, one a
Honda Insight parallel hybrid vehicle powertrain (PAR) and the
other a GM EV1 electric vehicle powertrain (EV). The current load
applied to both batteries in the PAR simulation is shown in Fig. 33.
The voltage response of both batteries, scaled to full pack size, in
the PAR simulation is shown in Fig. 34, and the difference between
voltage traces is plotted in Fig. 35. With a 2.21 V bias in pack open
circuit voltage VOC removed, the root mean square error for the cy-
cle is 1.063 V, which is 0.3% of initial open circuit voltage VOC of
372.5 V.

The current load applied to both batteries in the EV simulation
is shown in Fig. 36. The voltage response of both batteries, scaled to
full pack size, in the EV simulation, is shown in Fig. 37. The differ-
ence between voltage traces is plotted in Fig. 38. With a 1.72 V bias
in pack open circuit voltage VOC removed, the root mean square er-
ror for the cycle is 9.207 V, which is 2.5% of the initial open circuit
voltage VOC of 374 V. In contrast to the PAR configuration, the pre-
diction error in the EV configuration accumulates as the cycle pro-
gressed. This accumulation of error is due to the fact that the
Fig. 34. Voltage response of batteries, scaled to pack size, in the PAR simulation.



Fig. 35. Difference between voltages of batteries in the PAR simulation.

Fig. 36. Current load applied to batteries in the EV simulation.

Fig. 37. Voltage response of batteries, scaled to full pack size, in the EV simulation.

Fig. 38. Difference between voltage responses in the EV simulation.
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values for p1,bat were not equal for both batteries. The formula is
repeated in (33).

p1;bat ¼ Q � Rint � s�1 � V�1
nom ð33Þ

If both batteries were of exactly the same construction and chemis-
try, then the time constants s and nominal voltages Vnom could be
expected to be equal, as well as p1,bat itself. In such a case, the ratio
of the capacity Q would be the inverse of the ratio of internal resis-
tance Rint. In this case, however, the ratio of capacity Q for the Odys-
sey and Deka was 1/8.8, while the ratio of internal resistance Rint

was 2.8. In the PAR simulation, the state of charge SOC was roughly
maintained, with equal amounts of discharge and charge currents,
so that the Odyssey’s disproportionately lower capacity Q was not
a factor. In the EV simulation, however, the amount of discharge
current greatly exceeded the amount of charge current, which sub-
stantially changed the SOC for both batteries. Because of the Odys-
sey’s lower capacity Q, the Odyssey’s SOC changed more, causing
increased error in voltage as the cycle progressed. The conclusion
is that for charge sustaining cycles, such as the PAR simulation,
equivalence of p2,bat may be sufficient, but for charge depleting cy-
cles, such as the EV simulation, equivalence of p1,bat is also
necessary.
5. Conclusions and future work

A dimensionless formulation was used in this study to rescale
prototype vehicle powertrain component models to emulate full-
scale counterparts. In the case of motors, batteries, and engines, in-
put/output simulation results of the resulting scaled component
models were compared with those of the full-scale models avail-
able from the PSAT component model library. The results show
that the nonlinear scaling factors indeed produce generalizable
vehicle component models that permit performance comparisons
across very large size domains. This method was also tested with
actual batteries, with a degree of similarity being clearly observa-
ble in standard driving cycle tests.

Future work to extend this study could include testing of pow-
ertrain components other than batteries, as well as testing of addi-
tional battery model and prototype pairs. More sophisticated
motor and battery models provide additional fertile ground for
the application of scaling laws. Further investigation could con-
tinue the work developed in [3,11] concerning which pi-parame-
ters can be neglected. In addition, a necessary step would be the
development of a mathematical condition to determine how
‘‘close” pi-parameters of model and prototype need to be for the
results of HIL simulation to be useful.
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